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the adobe-owned company rushed to offer a patch after a blog post on sucuri late last week outlined
details of an injection vulnerability dubbed prodsecbug-2198. cybercriminals would have to download
and crack the necessary password hashes to exploit the vulnerability, but once they do, it would be
relatively simple to skim credit card numbers or install backdoors. at so many requests from visitors,
appnee uses this post to unify all the crack resources about adobe acrobat s full series (includes all

versions) on the whole internet. it covers multilingual full installers (from adobe official site), universal
keygens and crack patches for adobe acrobat dc (document cloud)/xi/x/9/8 pro & standard editions on
windows 32-bit &64-bit. the most reliable sources for adobe updates are the adobe support site and

their weekly issue of the adobe security bulletin (asb). many online resources and websites attempt to
catalog and list all known vulnerabilities in all adobe products, but these sites have a strong track

record of trying to take advantage of vulnerable users by putting out misinformation or overstating the
severity of vulnerabilities. the aspb is the only authoritative source of information about adobe

vulnerabilities. this update resolves the vulnerability that was disclosed in cve-2018-4823, which was
contained in the adobe acrobat and reader dc, x and xi products. the update also fixes the

vulnerability that was disclosed in cve-2018-4822, which was contained in the adobe acrobat and
reader dc, x and xi products. additionally, the update fixes the vulnerability that was disclosed in
cve-2018-4821, which was contained in the adobe acrobat and reader dc, x and xi products. the

update also fixes the vulnerability that was disclosed in cve-2018-4659, which was contained in the
adobe acrobat and reader dc, x and xi products. these flaws could allow remote code execution if a

user opens a specially crafted pdf document or if a user or adobe acrobat opens a specially crafted pdf
document. no attacks against these vulnerabilities have been attempted. a copy of the full security

bulletin can be found here.
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